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Abstract—The wave climate and wave resource for two sites on the western coast of Ireland which possess steep bathymetric gradients and complex shorelines are investigated. One is situated in the southern part of Achill Island on the Co. Mayo coastline, whereas the second is centered at Killard point on the Co. Clare coast. The wave climate is estimated using the third generation spectral wave model WAVEWATCH III, forced with directional wave spectral data and 10m winds obtained from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) archive. The local area models are validated with wave buoy and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) data for intermediate to shallow depths (50m or less) obtained from the ESB’s WestWave project. Our results show that for an accurate representation of the directionality in the nearshore, in particular for steep bathymetric slopes found at the cliffs and exposed rocky shores of the Irish coastline, reflection needs to be accounted for. It has been found that reflection affects mainly the directional spread of the resource and to a lesser degree the significant wave height.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wave climate studies for the western coast of Ireland have focused predominantly on the offshore [1]–[4]. At the same time, we are witnessing a paradigm shift within the operational wave forecasting community, with greater attention being payed to the nearshore. This shift was spurred in part by the increase in coastal hazards in recent decades, but also by the renewed interest in harnessing the energy of the ocean. Indeed, recent studies have shown that nearshore locations can attain wave energy levels nearly as high as in the offshore [5]. Furthermore, the adjacency to the coast will likely reduce the cost of power transport onshore and will facilitate access for maintenance.

The Irish coast presents a complicated geomorphology which will likely induce a significant variation in the wave energy resource. With this in mind, we investigate the wave climate and wave resource for two sites on the western coast of Ireland which possess steep bathymetry gradients and complex shorelines – see Figure 1. One is situated in the southern part of Achill Island on the Co. Mayo coastline whereas the second is centered at Killard point on the Co. Clare coast.

The wave climate is estimated using the third generation spectral wave model WAVEWATCH III [6], forced with directional wave spectral data and 10m winds obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) archive. The local area models are validated with wave buoy and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) data for intermediate to shallow depths (50m or less) obtained from the ESB’s WestWave project [7]. Particular emphasis has been placed on coastal reflection, which has only recently been implemented in spectral wave models [8]. In our simulations we have used the parametrization for source terms and dissipation formulated in [9]. Our results show that for an accurate representation of the directionality in the nearshore, in particular for steep bathymetric slopes found at the cliffs and exposed rocky shores of the Irish coastline, reflection needs to be accounted for. It has been found that reflection affects mainly the directional spread of the resource and to a lesser degree the significant wave height. Another focus of this study is directionality, which plays a key role in the site selection, design and performance of nearshore Wave Energy...
Converters (WECs). Our results show a clear variability in the wave energy resource both along the coastline and along depth gradients. Additionally, this study identifies a significant extent of the coastline which exhibits a rapid transition between the 50m depth contour and the shoreline. For these regions the energy levels are not significantly dissipated by bottom friction and thus such places might be particularly suitable as wave energy sites.

The paper is organized as follows. In §II we perform a validation check for the wind forcing and boundary input by comparison with in-situ measurements from the Irish Buoy Network. In §III we present details on the set-up of the two area models and on the construction of the bathymetric grids. In §IV we discuss our results whereas in §V we summarize our conclusions.

II. BOUNDARY INPUT AND WIND FORCING QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Ocean wave forecasting is by now a well established science with many existing global and regional operational wave models at meteorological centres around the world (for example WAM at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast ECMWF [10] or WAVEWATCH at U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA [6]) having greatly improved accuracy in the offshore [11], especially with the assimilation of altimeter and SAR satellite data. However, it is clear that these global wave models can have limitations to how fine their spatial resolution can be reduced, due to the vast computational cost. This can cause coastal areas, especially shorelines with a complex geomorphology, to be insufficiently resolved, particularly in intermediate and shallow depths (≤ 40-50m). Towards the shoreline, the resolution of a wave model may need to be in the order of tens of metres as processes have strong non-linearities and phase-averaged models can have limitations. In order to examine the nearshore wave climate for the selected locations of interest on the west coast of Ireland, several local area models (LAMs) with a very high spatial resolution were constructed using WAVEWATCH III [6]. The LAM hindcasts were then driven at the boundary by high quality wave directional spectra and over the entire domain by 10m winds (henceforth $U_{10}$) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) operational archive, MARS.

Contained in the ECMWF MARS archive are operational (forecast and analysis) meteorological data and also long-term reanalysis datasets such as ERA-INTERIM. The ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System IFS3 contains an atmospheric model, an ocean wave model and an ocean circulation model. Currently the WAM model has been coupled to the operational atmospheric forecast model [12]. A coupled ocean, wave and atmospheric model is planned at the ECMWF in the near future.

Meteorological wind and wave data from the operational analysis archive, which has a higher spatial resolution than the reanalysis dataset, was used to drive the LAMs. $U_{10}$ winds from the atmospheric model currently have a spatial resolution of about 16km on a reduced Gaussian grid and temporal resolution of the four standard synoptic times (0, 6, 12, 18 UTC) [14]. Directional wave spectra from the ECMWF European wave model analysis has a spectral resolution of 36 frequencies and 36 directions with the same temporal resolution of the four standard synoptic times.

As the ECMWF WAM operational analysis data does not assimilate buoy data [15], [16], a quality check was carried out between this and the wave data measured by the M4 deep water buoy from the Irish Marine Weather Buoy Network located at 10°W, 55°N, to the north-west coast of Ireland as seen in Figure 2. This validation check carried out by [17] indicates that the ECMWF WAM Operational Archive (OA) spectral wave data (from the wave model analysis) is a reliable boundary forcing source for nearshore high-resolution wave models.

In order to assess the quality of the $U_{10}$ input, a quality check of the ECMWF OA atmospheric model analysis $U_{10}$, and a comparison to the ERA-INTERIM (EI) Reanalysis dataset $U_{10}$ was performed through comparison with wind data observations at the M1, M3, M4 and M6 buoys from the
Irish Marine Weather Buoy Network installed and maintained by the Marine Institute, Met Éireann and the UK Met Office [13]. These wind measurements are taken from an anemometer at the top of the buoy at a height of 4.5 m [18]. These were adjusted to 10 m using the simple logarithmic conversion with height for wind in the atmospheric boundary layer found in [19]. The validation check was carried out over all periods where buoy data was available from 2001 onwards. ECMWF [19]. The validation check was carried out over all periods adjusted to 10 m using the simple logarithmic conversion with height for wind in the atmospheric boundary layer found in [19]. The validation check was carried out over all periods where buoy data was available from 2001 onwards. ECMWF OA analysis and EI U10 data was linearly interpolated to each of the different buoy locations. The root mean square error (RMSE), bias, Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and scatter index (SI) were compared for both wind speed and direction as can be seen in Table I. Directional statistics were carried out using the circular statistics toolbox from [20]. Additionally, we display in Figure 3 the scatter plots for the M6 buoy.

As can be observed, the quality of this data in the offshore is good with a very low bias and RMSE values for the wind speed of less than 2 m/s. The correlation coefficients are mostly above 0.9 for both speed and direction. However, the directional statistics do show some negative bias in the wind direction. As can be seen in Table I, the directional biases for M1, M2 and M4 (which are closer to the coast) are larger than for the M6 buoy, which is the farthest offshore. Overall, the OA performs slightly better than the EI dataset, which have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>SI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OA Speed (m/s)</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI Speed (m/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA Dir (deg)</td>
<td>235.6</td>
<td>-3.82</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI Dir (deg)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-4.32</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I M Buoy Observations versus ECMWF U10 wind speed and direction

As can be observed, the quality of this data in the offshore is good with a very low bias and RMSE values for the wind speed of less than 2 m/s. The correlation coefficients are mostly above 0.9 for both speed and direction. However, the directional statistics do show some negative bias in the wind direction. As can be seen in Table I, the directional biases for M1, M2 and M4 (which are closer to the coast) are larger than for the M6 buoy, which is the farthest offshore. Overall, the OA performs slightly better than the EI dataset, which have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>SI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OA Speed (m/s)</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI Speed (m/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA Dir (deg)</td>
<td>245.9</td>
<td>-4.38</td>
<td>13.81</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI Dir (deg)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5.55</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. LOCAL AREA MODELS SET-UP

In addition to the boundary input and the wind forcing, the quality and the resolution of the bathymetric data has a great influence on the accuracy of nearshore wave models. At the same time, archived sea-bed surveys present significant uncertainties which the hydrographic community has only recently started to address in a systematic fashion [21]. These uncertainties could be caused by either the survey methodology (geo-positioning errors for instance), interpolation techniques employed in the reconstruction of the continuous surface from the scattered survey data or actual changes in the sea-bed topography. Intensive campaigns, for instance the Integrated Mapping For the Sustainable Development of Ireland’s Marine Resource (INFOMAR) which is a successor to the Irish National Seabed Survey (INSS) (as described in [22]), are in progress to map the nearshore areas with modern survey techniques such as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) or multi-beam echo-sounder (MBES) [23]. The coverage for the Irish Coast in the nearshore is still limited however, and it will probably take many years for a contiguous mapping to become available. In the mean time, ocean modelers have

to rely on building digital elevation models (DEMs) that combine sets of data with varying degrees of accuracy and resolution ranging from historical chart derived data to modern surveys of high precision such as MBES and LIDAR. In this context, it is paramount to be able to ascertain the level of confidence one could have in the resulting DEM. Uncertainties in the bathymetry will undoubtedly induce uncertainties in the hydrodynamical models and if not accounted for, could lead to erroneous interpretations of the modeling results, as [21] points out. Constructing DEMs with uncertainty estimates has been undertaken only in recent years - see for instance [24]. That being said, while recognizing the importance of the issues mentioned above, we do not pursue this particular aspect in our study and take a markedly simplified approach. The bathymetric grids for the two local area models have been obtained by merging lower resolution/higher uncertainty vector data derived from the United Kingdom Hydrological Office (UKHO) admiralty charts with high resolution/high precision
MBES INFOMAR survey data. The overlap areas between the two sets has been used to adjust the lower resolution set so as to avoid artificial ridges at the boundaries of the overlap. Such ridges are likely to induce spurious refraction effects and numerical instabilities in the hydrodynamical model. We outline the procedure below.

- First, the vector data from the two sources has been converted from Lowest Astronomical Tide surface to the Mean Sea Level by using the VORF software [25] obtained from the GSI.
- Next, the two sets (both consisting of scattered data of varying spatial resolution) have been gridded on a regular grid with a 2 arc-second resolution (or about 50-60m) by using a nearest-neighbor interpolation technique with a smoothing kernel to minimize aliasing error (in particular for the MBES INFOMAR data set which has a spatial resolution of approximately 5m). The error between the two sets can then be evaluated on the overlap area – see Figure 6, panel (a) for the Achill LAM case. Notice that in this case the mismatch between the two sets worsens with increasing depth, exceeding 10m at the western side of the overlap area. Also, we remark that the chart derived data consistently underestimates the depth. This systematic trend has been observed before in charted data and is commonly referred to as "shoaling bias" [21], [26].
- The MBES gridded bathymetry has then been divided into depth bins (ranging from the minimum to the maximum depth on the patch - approx. 5m to 60m for the Achill LAM case). The difference between the two bathymetric sets has been estimated for all sets of points pertaining to each of the depth bins.
- For each MBES depth bin two histograms were constructed and then fitted with probability distribution functions (PDF):
  1) the histogram of errors;
  2) the histogram of chart derived data depths on the set of points pertaining to the MBES depth bin.
In Figure 4 we depict these histograms for the Achill LAM case, depth bin 15 to 20m.
- The medians of the error PDF and the depth PDF were then derived for each MBES depth bin. In Figure 5 we depict these medians for the Achill LAM case, where depth bins of 5m where considered.
- Finally, a depth correction function for the chart derived data (correction as a function of depth contour) was constructed via interpolation from the two vectors of medians.

Through this procedure, the error is reduced considerably on the overlap region, as it can be seen in Figure 6, panel (b), and in particular at the boundaries – see Figure 7. We stress however that the underlying assumptions of this procedure are quite restrictive: the errors in the chart derived data are assumed to be correlated with depth, and homogeneous over the entire area of the chart derived data.

Fig. 4. (a) Histogram of the error on the overlap area between the MBES INFOMAR and UKHO datasets for the Achill region, depth bin 15-20m. (b) Histogram of the UKHO depths corresponding to the MBES INFOMAR depth bin 15-20m.

Fig. 5. Error analysis for the overlap area between the MBES INFOMAR and UKHO datasets for the Achill region. (a) Medians of the differences MBES-UKHO versus MBES depth bins centers. (b) Medians of the UKHO depths (on the MBES depth bins) versus MBES depth bins centers.

Fig. 6. (a) Absolute value of the error on the overlap area between the MBES INFOMAR and UKHO datasets for the Achill region. (b) Error after the median-based correction has been applied to the UKHO dataset.

Fig. 7. Merged bathymetry for the Achill LAM. (a) No correction applied to the UKHO dataset. (b) The median-based correction applied to the UKHO dataset.

The final bathymetric grids are depicted in Figure 8. Each covers an area of approx. 1,000km². The offshore/western
boundary points with depths over 50m are set as input boundary points. The coastline is taken on the 5m isobath. The computational grids are unstructured triangular meshes, with the highest resolution near coast (of approximately 50-100m).

**III. Results and Discussion**

**A. Validation and wave climate studies**

An extensive validation study has been carried in [17] with directional buoy data obtained from the ESB. The ESB has deployed two Waverider directional buoys in the framework of the WestWave project: (1) one for the Achill area at 43m depth – see Figure 8(a); (2) one for the Killard area, with two deployment sites: at 51m and 36m depth respectively – see Figure 8(b). 10 months of data were available for the Achill Waverider, whereas only 3 months for each of the deployment sites at the Killard Point. Overall, excellent agreement between model and wave buoy data has been found for significant wave height, period and direction with biases in the significant wave height as low as 0.002m for the Achill 43m site and correlation coefficients for wave height and period exceeding 0.9.

A 10 year hindcast was carried out for the Killard LAM (constructed for this study as described in §II) improved considerably the performance of the model at shallower depths, as is evident in Figure 13(a) where a comparison for the significant wave height can be seen between the wave model and data from an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) deployed by the ESB at the 21m depth contour. In the remainder of the section we focus on the effects of reflection parametrization on the wave model prediction using the improved DEMs and data from two Waverider buoy locations (at 43m in Achill and 36m in Killard) and the ADCP (at 21m in Achill).

**B. Effects of reflection on the wave model performance**

The improved DEM for the Achill LAM (constructed for this study as described in §II) improved considerably the performance of the model at shallower depths, as is evident in Figure 13(a) where a comparison for the significant wave height can be seen between the wave model and data from an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) deployed by the ESB at the 21m depth contour. In the remainder of the section we focus on the effects of reflection parametrization on the wave model prediction using the improved DEMs and data from two Waverider buoy locations (at 43m in Achill and 36m in Killard) and the ADCP (at 21m in Achill).

Traditionally, the coastline in phase averaged spectral models is treated in a similar fashion to any open boundary, namely the energy incident on a boundary segment is propagated out of the computational domain. At the same time, field measurements have pointed out that the energy flux incident upon the
coastline (not dissipated by bottom friction, wave breaking in the surf zone, etc.) can be reflected back towards the offshore [28]. It has been shown that in certain circumstances (and particularly for complex shorelines with steep gradients) it can enhance considerably the wave heights [29].

The field experiments of [28] confirmed Miehe’s [30] empirical formula:

\[ R^2 \approx \frac{16g^2 \tan^5 \beta}{(2\pi)^5 H_{\infty}^2 f^4} , \]

where \( R^2 \) is the ratio between the incident and reflected energy, \( \beta \) is the beach-slope/shore-face angle, \( H_{\infty} \) and \( f \) are the height and frequency respectively of the incident waves. As it can be seen from the above formula, the longer/lower frequency waves (swells) are reflected to a greater extent than the wind sea waves, the reflection is inversely proportional with wave height, and increases with increased seabed slope. The same field experiments in [28] indicate that the reflection is predominately specular (i.e. the reflected and incident waves are symmetric with respect to the local normal to the shoreline). Thus, reflection is expected to affect more the directionality of the wave field rather than the wave height.

In the context of nearshore wave models, the issue of reflection is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, directionality is important for marine operations in the nearshore and in particular for renewable energy installation and site selection [5], [17], [31]. Furthermore, near steep coastlines, reflection is going to affect directionality even in normal operating conditions for WECs, that is for moderate wave heights. Secondly, accounting for reflection considerably increases the correlation between the observed ocean-generated seismic noise and wave model simulated second order pressure spectrum, as [8] have demonstrated. Indeed, reflection affects long waves predominantly and interactions between opposing long waves (in the coastal region incident and reflected) enhance the second order pressure spectrum at low frequencies [8], [32]. This in turn is a source of seismic noise [8], [33].

Recently, reflection has been implemented in the WAVEWATCH III wave model – see [8], [33] for a detailed description of the implementation. In short, this process is modeled as a source term in the right hand side of the wave balance equation [34], specified at the nodes of the boundary which correspond to the coastline (in the case of unstructured triangular grids, as the ones that we are using in our LAMs). It is possible to specify a reflection coefficient \( R^2 \) which varies along the coastline, which in turn would afford a realistic representation of complicated shores such as those found in the west of Ireland. The essential ingredient in determining the reflectivity of a coast is the seabed slope at the waterline. However, modern sea-bed surveys go only up to maximum of 5m depth. Typically, the slope on the shoreline is larger than the bathymetry gradient in the adjacent shallow areas [8] but there is no systematic correlation between the two. This could be seen in fact for the both the Achill and Killard areas (Figures 11 and 12) by contrasting the sea-bed slope evaluated from the bathymetric grid to aerial pictures of the coast (obtained and reproduced from the 2003 Coast of Ireland Oblique Imagery Survey with permission from the Office of Public Works OPW, Ireland).

In order to accurately capture the slope of the shoreline, one needs LIDAR datasets that straddle the littoral from the onshore to the shallow depth range. Such data is sparse for Ireland, at least on the west coast. According to [35] there are two agencies that currently collect LIDAR data here that meet the above criteria. Firstly, LIDAR datasets that extend to the 10m inland contour are available from the GSI/Marine Institute for a number of bays on the west coast. The OPW has also undertaken such LIDAR surveys which cover most of the east coast but only three bays on the west coast (as of 2011): Sligo, Galway and Tralee bays [35].

In the absence of LIDAR datasets in the areas of interest (which would enable an accurate estimate of the position of the shore and of the shore-face slope) we have chosen the shoreline boundary to be at the 5m depth isobar – as in [8]. This depth is also close to the boundary of the surveyed INFORMAR data available. Furthermore, one could argue that for steep bathymetric slopes, very high spatial resolution would be needed in this depth range which would also limit the overall time step due to the CFL condition, and hence be impractical to implement. Furthermore, we have found that the Global Self-consistent Hierarchical High-resolution Shoreline (GSHHS) database [36], which is often used to define the shoreline boundary in wave models, does not have sufficient accuracy for the scale of shoreline detail we aim to resolve. Indeed, by comparing the GSHHS (the full resolution version at 40m) to LANDSAT satellite imagery for Achill and Killard region, we found that the GSHHS crosses into the INFORMAR data set at depths greater than 20m in places. This can be seen in Figure 10 where the GSHHS shoreline is displayed overlaid on a LANDSAT image of the area and the INFORMAR MBES survey for the Achill area. In the absence of high resolution bathymetry on the shoreline, the best alternative to the GSHHS for high-resolution applications would be the vector high-water mark available from the Ordnance Survey of Ireland.

![Fig. 10. GSHHS overlaid over a georeferenced LANDSAT image (retrieved from [37] using Matlab Mapping Toolbox) and INFORMAR MBES dataset (points with depths of over 5m where depicted) for the Achill Island area. The ADCP position is marked with a white circle.](image-url)
Fig. 11. Upper panel: sea bed slope for the Achill local area model. Insets: aerial photographs of the coast for three location along the Achill coast. Images obtained and reproduced from the 2003 Coast of Ireland Oblique Imagery Survey with permission from the Office of Public Works (OPW), Ireland.

Fig. 12. Upper panel: sea bed slope for the Killard local area model. Insets: aerial photographs of the coast for three location along the Killard coast. Images obtained and reproduced from the 2003 Coast of Ireland Oblique Imagery Survey with permission from the Office of Public Works (OPW), Ireland.
As a first attempt to quantify the effects of coastal reflection on the performance of the wave model, we chose a series of uniform reflection coefficients $R^2$ along the coast ranging between a moderate 7% to a relatively strong 25%. As it can be seen in Figures 13 and 14, there is very little change in the significant wave height at both sites in the Achill LAM.

![Graph of significant wave height and peak directional spread](image)

Fig. 13. (a) Significant wave height and (b) peak directional spread at the ADCP Achill (21m depth).

Nonetheless, the model without reflection under-predicts the peak directional spread. At the same time, we note that as remarked in [8] some buoys can have directional spread biases of the order of 5°. However, the disagreement between model and measurements without reflection are all of the order of 10°. Another caveat consists of our use of the peak directional spread as a diagnostic for quantifying the effects of reflection parametrization on directionality. The mean directional spread as defined in [38] and used in [8] would have been preferable but the peak spread was the only directional spread parameter available for both the WaveRider buoys and the ADCP.

Considering a 10% reflection coefficient improves considerably the directional spread, in particular at higher-depth WaveRider buoys - as Figures 14(b) and 15 show. Indeed locations which are further away from the coastline “feel” the influence of reflected waves from a larger portion of the coast and, in a sense, the local topological intricacies of the shoreline are averaged out. In contrast, the sites closer to the coastline are expected to be more sensitive to the local shoreface slope. This could be the reason why at the ADCP site a higher reflection coefficient is needed (higher than 10%) in order to capture the directional spread – see Figure 13(b). Additionally, note that at the ADCP site, the bias in the peak directional spread of the model without any reflection, is substantially larger than at the deeper sites. Indeed, at shallower depths, refraction is expected to reduce the directional spread of the incident waves. As it can be seen in Figure 13(b) the measured directional spread is as high as at the WaveRider buoy location. This could be in fact attributed to reflection at the coastline, which in this region is quite steep (as evidenced in panel (A) of Figure 11).

![Graph of peak directional spread at Waverider Achill and Killard](image)

Fig. 14. (a) Significant wave height and (b) peak directional spread at the Waverider Achill (43m depth).

Fig. 15. Peak directional spread at the Waverider Killard (36m depth).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The ECMWF OA wind data off the West Coast of Ireland was assessed by comparison to data from the Irish Marine Buoy Network. The results indicate the high quality of this data in the offshore; nonetheless a downscaling to higher temporal and spatial resolution might be necessary near the coast where topographic features will cause a distortion in the wind-flow at smaller scales.

DEMs were built for the Achill and Killard areas. Our study shows that care needs to be taken with the construction of DEMs, in particular for nearshore applications on the Irish West Coast. High resolution bathymetry data still has a lot of lacunae here and it will likely take several years before complete coverage is achieved. The historical charted data for this region should be used with caution as a “shoaling bias” is present. This bias can be substantial as a percentage of the water depth (see Figure 5) and hence impact the accuracy of the wave model in the nearshore. The improved Achill DEM lead to a marked improvement of model results at the ADCP site (21m depth).

Finally, by comparison to buoy data, we bring some preliminary indications that reflection plays an important role in the wave climate on the West Coast of Ireland, where steep bathymetric slopes and complex rocky shorelines are common-place. Although accounting for reflection does not affect substantially the model predicted significant wave height, the predictions for the directional spread were considerably improved.
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